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The missions of many U.S. federal agencies include building the knowledge base for policy
making. For example, the research programs of the Environmental Protection Agency inform its
regulatory function; the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health provides the evidence base
for safety standards in the workplace; and educational research affects educational policy as well as
educational practice. Policy impacts are also important, however, for agencies with broader research
missions when they want to measure the uptake of their research results in the policy process, for
example, the use of environmental knowledge in climate change policy or the influence of biomedical
research findings on public health standards.
In general, measuring non‐economic outcomes of research has been considered particularly
difficult. Cozzens and her co‐authors (Cozzens and Bortagaray 2002) have argued that the difficulty lies
not in a lack of outcome measures – plenty of measures of human and environmental health exist, for
example – but rather in under‐development of models of the processes that lie between research and
the measured outcomes. “Intermediate” outcomes have been adopted in several recent evaluations as
short‐term, relatively observable proxies for long‐term changes to which the research program aims to
contribute (Committee on Evaluating the Efficiency of Research and Development Programs at the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency 2008; Institute‐of‐Medicine 2009). Providing inputs to policy
processes is one important example of such intermediate outcomes. So for example, occupational safety
research must assure that its results are disseminated to the regulatory bodies that set occupational
safety standards. One can “measure” whether this happened by asking the intended recipient or by
checking for references in the relevant regulatory document. Intermediate outcomes like these are
linked to but do not determine long‐term outcomes, since research results are almost never the only
influence on the ultimate policy decisions, and the policy decisions are in turn only one influence on
actual health and safety in the workplace.
The current state of the art in evaluation practice for measuring policy impacts does not match
the concepts that are most common in the research literature to describe the connections between
knowledge and policy. The dominant concept in evaluation practice is linear, framed by logic models and
the terminology of inputs, activities, outputs, and outcomes, sometimes with a loop back to planning.
The policy process itself is a black box in this approach. In contrast, the dominant concept in the
research literature is the network or system, which is made up of many small conversations,
interactions, and adjustments among a diverse set of actors; and complex concepts of the ebbs and
flows of the policy process itself are incorporated.
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This review paper identifies the main concepts, models, and measures used to map the
connections between research and government decision making in the current published literature on
knowledge and policy. Its limitations should be acknowledged at the outset.








The analysis represents a review of recent reviews, with an associated search for current
projects and articles. It is thus indicative, but not exhaustive, with regard to current
research on the knowledge‐to‐policy process.
It is intended to inform measurement of the benefits of research for the environment,
for health, and for such social outcome areas as housing, education, and criminal justice,
although it does not go into detail on any of these areas.
Research is treated as one form of knowledge, but whether it is privileged over other
forms, such as practical experience or citizen reports, is taken as a matter to be
determined empirically.
The policy process is treated not only as authoritative government action, legislative or
executive, but also as the broader set of deliberations that surrounds such action.

This paper first provides two examples of policy impact measures in use in U.S. federal agencies.
It then turns to the research literature, first briefly reviewing the history of the development of research
on knowledge utilization, then describing models of linkages between knowledge and policies; the
underlying models of the policy process; and the current set of expectations for outcomes of policy‐
oriented research programs that follow from the models. It concludes with a discussion of the
implications of current models for evaluation practice and a set of recommendations on a research
agenda to move towards more realistic evaluation concepts and measures.
The general finding of the review is that models in the research literature support the current
practice of seeking intermediate outcome measures for policy influence, but suggest different measures
than those currently in use, focusing on building policy networks and affecting the frameworks for policy
action over the long term. In terms of methods, the research literature is dominated by case studies,
with a scattering of survey research; neither is particularly helpful for evaluation or performance
monitoring purposes. We therefore recommend research to develop unobtrusive indicators of policy‐
related knowledge networks, using people‐ and concept‐based indicators, with a smaller role for the
direct impact indicators currently in use.
Current Examples
When the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health decided to do an external review
of its research programs, it took the bold step of asking the evaluators to focus on its impacts. NIOSH’s
mission calls for it to improve the health and safety of American workers, and it wanted to know
whether the evidence indicated that it was doing that effectively. On the one hand, it asked the Institute
of Medicine to develop an approach to an impact evaluation of its research programs. On the other, it
worked internally with a consulting firm to prepare for the reviews. The firm recommended developing
a “logic model” for NIOSH research – that is, a diagram that displayed the inputs, activities, outputs, and
outcomes in a way that showed how its programs were supposed to work to produce the desired
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impacts on health and safety. The generic logic model they developed together is shown in Appendix
One. It was used in the eight program evaluations that were done, translated into the specific terms of
each evaluated program.
Of particular interest here are the intermediate outcomes in the logic model. The model
acknowledged that NIOSH could not by itself directly produce improvements in worker health. It was
expected to have its effect through changing employer and employee practices, by developing safer
workplace technologies, and through its research inputs to workplace safety standards. Those standards
are set by another government body, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, or for miners,
the Mining Safety and Health Administration. The logic model took citation by either of these bodies as a
sign of the policy effectiveness of NIOSH research.
A second example is quite similar. The Environmental Protection Agency is itself a regulatory
agency, with the legislative mandate to set standards for air and water quality throughout the United
States. EPA both supports extramural research that supports this mission and does such research in‐
house in its network of laboratories. One of the performance measures EPA has collected for its
programs is the DDA – decision document analysis. “This type of analysis identifies each time selected
ORD [EPA’s Office of Research and Development] publications are cited in EPA, other federal, State, or
comparable international organization’s decision documents. Decision documents include regulations,
records of decision, and policy guidelines.”1 The search is limited to published results that are already
highly cited in the research literature, using attention in the research community as a predictor of
attention by regulators.
These approaches share several characteristics. First, they rely on documentary sources of
information. This element produces an auditable, reproducible method – surely a plus under both
government accountability standards and scientific canons. However, there has been no empirical
research that demonstrates whether citations in regulatory documents correlate well or poorly with the
sources of information regulators actually use when they come to decisions.2 Second, the time frame for
checking the citations is relatively short. Since reviews that are informed by the measures are
happening on a 3‐5 year time horizon, the technique is presumably useful on approximately that time
scale as well.
Knowledge Utilization
Let us view these current practices in the light of the published literature on how research is
used in the policy process. Since research is a specialized form of knowledge, and policy users are a
specialized set of users of knowledge, the scope of this paper lies within the field of knowledge
utilization. Estabrooks and her co‐authors (Estabrooks, Derksen et al. 2008) have systematically traced
the development of this field through citation analysis. They point out that research in the area may
appear under a number of different labels: “… among them innovation diffusion, knowledge translation,
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There is a body of empirical research which demonstrates an equivalent point for citations from the research
literature to the research literature.
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research utilization, knowledge mobilization, and technology transfer.” They used a keyword strategy to
search the Web of Science from 1945 to 2004 for articles in these areas, retaining 5278 for the analysis
after screening for article type and relevance. They then analyzed the data by decade, using co‐citation
of highly cited authors to identify the key works defining the research agenda in each period. The
number of publications in the field grew over the period, and was dominated by authors from the
United States, the UK, Ireland, and Canada. It is quite small before 1964, which the authors therefore
take as a true starting point for their analysis.
The author most cited in all decades after 1964 is Everett Rogers, and in particular his book
Diffusion of Innovations. Rogers developed his theory of diffusion based on agriculture, and in particular
the experience of the spread of new breeds developed in the Green Revolution. In the decade from
1965 to 1974, Rogers’ work is closely linked to the economists of innovation Zvi Griliches and Edwin
Mansfield, both studying diffusion as well, Griliches in agriculture and Mansfield in manufacturing. In the
next decade, the terms knowledge utilization and technology transfer enter the area, as the concepts
become even more general. During this period, a set of policy scholars appear in the core group,
including Carol Weiss and Robert Rich, who add a focus on the use of social science research in
policymaking – the most direct predecessors of the topic of this paper. Between 1985 and 1994, a focus
on evidence‐based medicine emerges, and continues to grow in the last decade that Estabrook and her
colleagues studied. Our own retrieval of literature for this paper suggests that the field has followed this
last line, fragmenting along the lines of applications in specialized areas, such as education, public
health, agriculture, forestry, criminology, road safety, psychotherapy, and nursing. The new movement
for “evidence‐based policy” (EVP) is one of these application areas. Just as the establishment of the
knowledge utilization field was reflected in the journal Knowledge: Creation, Diffusion, and Utilization,
the EVP movement is reflected in Evidence & Policy, now in its sixth volume.
The emergence of “evidence‐based X” as a significant theme within knowledge utilization
studies points to a prominent characteristic of the field: its normative orientation. The literature often
starts from an assumption that there is a gap between knowledge and practice, and pursues the
normative question “How can use of research results be improved?” rather than a more descriptive,
“Under what circumstances are research results actually used?” In much of the literature, knowledge
utilization is taken to be a good thing, and increasing the use of evidence by users, whether they are
medical professionals, farmers, or policymakers, is the desired outcome. The basic conceptual
framework identifies knowledge producers, knowledge users, and the processes that link the two.
Weaknesses in any of the three elements could be “fixed” to solve the presumed problem.
In this normative orientation, the outcome of interest for evaluation of policy‐oriented research
programs is increased use of research results in the policy process. But are policymakers like doctors,
police, foresters, or safety engineers in their use of research‐based knowledge – and should they be?
The various policy‐specific models of the knowledge utilization process shed some light on this question.
We turn next to them.
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Policy‐Specific Knowledge Utilization Models
Recent reviews have introduced typologies that describe the development of models of the
interaction of knowledge and policy. In general, these begin with one‐way, linear concepts and move to
more interactive networked and systems views. For example, Jones identifies three “paradigms” for
understanding the link between knowledge and policy (Jones 2009).
“1) Rational: In this view, often described as the ‘linear’ or ‘knowledge‐driven’ model,
knowledge inspires and guides policy. Knowledge is seen as providing instrumentally useful and
apolitical inputs that improve policy, and policy‐making works in a ‘problem‐solving’ mode,
according to reason and logic. A typical study might focus on how ‘high quality’ scientific inputs
feed into different ‘stages’ of decision‐making (setting the agenda, etc). This current ran through
many of the early models of the link between knowledge and policy, but it does still influence
fields such as work on evidence‐based policy, older ‘generations’ of knowledge management,
and the study of research communication … . For example, DEFRA’s (2006) model of the
evidence‐based policy process primarily proceeds from policy issues to policy options through
the assembling and production of evidence, primarily conceived of as research.
“2) Pluralism and opportunism: The second paradigm challenges the ‘rationality’ of the policy
process. Policy‐making does not necessarily proceed as a linear problem‐solving enterprise, but
rather involves pragmatic decisions taken in uncertainty: the flow of knowledge into policy is not
taken as a given, and is opportunistic, and dependent on explicit efforts of various actors.
Although this entails a wider view of useful sorts of knowledge, including nonacademic
producers of knowledge and local populations and civil society, there is still an underlying
assumption that the incorporation of knowledge is generally ‘good’. For example, work on
innovation systems argues for the importance of both supply and demand of knowledge, the
need for intermediaries and regulatory framework conditions …, but retains an assumption that
innovation and the uptake of knowledge will generally be ‘good’, that promoting such
innovation will lead to social and primarily economic benefits … . Other work which falls under
this paradigm are the practice centred approaches to KM [knowledge management], and
sustainability science.
“3) Politics and legitimisation: Under this conception, power is infused throughout the
knowledge process, from generation to uptake. Rather than being universally instrumentally
useful, knowledge will often reflect and sustain existing power structures and imbalances. The
policy process is seen as the site of politics, processes of contest, negotiation, marginalisation,
etc, with knowledge production and use entwined with these forces: knowledge can serve to
add legitimacy to political action often after the decision, and what counts as ‘legitimate
knowledge’ is itself politically determined … . Work in this area might focus on how ‘technical’
knowledge is used to gloss over contested and political aspects of situations, for example.
Various schools in political science, and the study of policy as discourse contain elements of this
understanding.” (Jones 2008, p. 11)
Best and Holmes (Best and Holmes 2010) describe a similar historical flow, as summarized in
Nutley (Nutley, Morton et al. 2010).
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“Linear models (1960s to mid‐1990s) ‐ research is disseminated as results are handed over to
others for use in various settings. Whether it gets used is a function of effective packaging. The
predominant language of research use for these models is ‘knowledge transfer’ and
‘dissemination’.



“Relationship models (mid‐1990s to present) – the key processes for improving research use are
the relationships that develop within networks of collaborating research producers and users.
Knowledge products are defined and utilised in the context of these relationships and improving
the interpersonal communication that occurs within these relationship is key. The language of
research use for these models is ‘knowledge exchange’.



“Systems models (more recently) – the way knowledge is embedded within organisations and
systems is the most important factor in improving research use. For knowledge to be used it
needs not only to be embedded in relationships but also interwoven with the priorities, cultures
and contexts of organisations and systems. Research use is thus a dynamic process within
complex adaptive systems. The language of research use for these models is ‘knowledge
integration’, ‘translation’ and ‘mobilisation’.” (Best and Holmes 2010)

The two examples from current U.S. evaluation practice can be placed within these typologies. They
are rational and linear, and represent instrumental uses of research results in a “knowledge transfer”
process. As such, they are not wrong, but certainly incomplete, neglecting in particular the knowledge
networks that inform policy decisions. The importance of these becomes even more important when
one considers the receiving party – the “policymaker” – in light of current theories of the policy process.
Policy Process Models
The historical development of KTP models reflects an ever more sophisticated understanding of
the policy process itself. Lindquist (Lindquist 2001) summarized this progression for a knowledge‐to‐
policy project commissioned by the International Development Research Center (IDRC) in Canada.
Research on knowledge utilization first emerged, he reports, when social scientists were disappointed
that their policy‐oriented research was not used as much as they hoped for policy. The first explanation
was a two‐community model, “depicting, exploring, and explaining the distance between two
communities: one comprised of social scientists (the ‘knowledge producers’) and the other of policy‐
makers (the ‘knowledge‐consumers’), each with different, though not necessarily unrelated, overarching
values and cultures.” (p. 2) In these models, “the value of research was determined by its fit and
timeliness for the decisions of policy‐makers.”
According to Lindquist, this literature turned a first important corner with the work of Carol
Weiss, who identified multiple routes for the influence of research on policymaking, including
“enlightenment,” a function in which ideas percolated through policy discussions over time as ideas and
concepts, rather than entering them directly as facts or theories. Weiss’s contributions blunted the
simple linearity of the model by identifying several routes, but left the directionality intact.
A second major development for utilization studies, according to Lindquist (Lindquist 2001) was
rising awareness of the many intermediary institutions between knowledge producers and consumers,
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including specialists in policy areas who moved between organizations and “third communities” of policy
organizations that contributed over the long run to policy discussions ((Heclo 1978; Lindquist 1990).
These concepts ushered in an era of attention to networks as carriers of research knowledge. A
particularly sophisticated version of this approach came from Paul Sabatier and Hank Jenkins‐Smith
(Sabatier and Jenkins‐Smith 1993) in the concept of the “advocacy coalition framework for policy‐
oriented learning.” Policy domains are generally characterized, they argue, by one or more advocacy
coalitions – collections of people and organizations arguing for similar policy outcomes. Each has its own
beliefs and values, which likewise shape the knowledge it generates and brings to the policy process.
Sabatier and Jenkins‐Smith observe that while research and analysis have to contend with various
beliefs and values in the policy arena, they also hold the potential for moderating values conflicts.
Understanding the influence of research in such a complicated scenario, however, requires an inventory
and awareness of the advocacy coalitions operating there, and can be done realistically only with
observations over a decade or more.
This long time frame is particularly important in light of current models of the ebbs and flows of
the policy agenda. Research knowledge cannot influence policy unless it is relevant to a problem that
has become active on the decision making agenda; not all important problems get there, and none is
there all the time. The most widely‐used model of agenda‐setting posits little relationship between the
quantity or quality of research knowledge and whether an issue is receiving active policy attention. As
Lindquist describes, Kingdon (Kingdon 1984) applied the “garbage can model” of decision making,
“identifying three streams of activity that attempt to move alternatives higher on the agenda” (Lindquist
2001). They include:
∙

the problem stream. This stream of activity embraces the work of citizens, groups and journalists
who seek to have issues recognized as genuine social problems of importance. Problems are
ever‐present, but some may already be monitored, so that significant changes in the number or
rates associated with a given problem may be sufficient to spark concern in the media. Critical
incidents – such as a death, scandal or a failure to secure a major opportunity – may trigger
interest in the problem. Finally, other problems which garnered considerable attention may get
resolved, or lose the interest of the public and the media. Energy may thus be directed to other
problems which, though not having worsened, nevertheless move more easily up the agenda.

∙

the policy stream. Ideas about what constitutes a significant problem, and what might provide
the best solution, are always in state of flux. Kingdon suggests that the leading experts on policy
inside and outside government regularly debate and keep informed about the latest
developments and possibilities on the national and international stage. There is a rolling –
though always evolving – sense of what stands as the best advice at a given time. Thus, when
governments take power, or external events demand new strategies, it is these general
conclusions that will be offered and considered, even if there is not unanimity among experts.

∙

“the political stream. Elections are regular occurrences in federal states, and thus there is always
a shifting balance in power. Moreover, the stock of governments and political leaders wax and
wane, as does the public interest in certain issues. Political leaders are always seeking new
issues and causes to champion, which may make better sense at different stages over the life of
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a government. When a political leader puts their shoulder behind a problem and alternative, an
issue can more quickly move up the policy agenda.” (Lindquist 2001)
The three streams do not produce steady attention to policy problems, but rather intermittent.
“Kingdon argues that a single stream rarely single‐handedly moves an issue to top of the policy agenda
and results in a policy decision. Rather, he argues that there must be a confluence of at least two of the
streams in order for a policy to obtain; there needs to be sufficient political interest and energy available
to match a suitable alternative to a problem and to convert an alternative into a decision. Kingdon
ascribes considerable importance to the opening, however briefly, of ‘policy windows’ – such as
budgets, government crises, international agreements, or priority‐setting exercises – can provide the
occasions for a new alternative to get very seriously considered and for decisions to be taken quickly.”
(Lindquist 2001)
Since policy‐relevant research knowledge is more likely to be turned into action at the times
when attention is high, the unpredictable and intermittent emergence of issues onto the policy agenda
suggest that one cannot judge research on its policy impacts there on a regular evaluation schedule.
Likewise, even after the issue emerges (e.g., hurricane research after Katrina), there are so many
competing streams of issues and information flowing at that time that disproportionate impact of
science is unlikely.
Expected Impacts and Influences
So far, the research literature suggests that we should not confine our evaluation attention to
instrumental uses, nor to the short term, nor to policies nor even policymakers themselves. What does
the literature suggest are more reasonable expectations? Snoeck and Sutz (Snoeck and Sutz 2010)
summarize the three different kinds of use that are generally considered in the literature:
∙

“Instrumental use: research findings are directly applied to the solution of policy problems; they
are a clear and identifiable input in the PMP [policy making process]. Though this is not
considered in the literature to be the most common impact of research, the current evidence‐
based policy (EBP) trend tends to focus on the instrumental use of research

∙

“Conceptual use or 'enlightenment' function: concepts and theoretical perspectives engendered
by SSH research permeate or 'percolate' the policy‐making process, and contribute to modify
'frameworks of thought' or 'the terms of the debate' on specific issues. In other words, the
accumulation of knowledge through research causes changes in the perceptions and
understanding of PM, thereby modifying the parameters and paradigms within which policy
solutions are sought. A recent MOST‐UNESCO policy paper … states: ‘It is useful to note that
research for policy is not so much about providing answers as about changing the way questions
are understood, so that people (researchers and policy makers, but other publics too) can begin
to think differently, thus critically building the contours and contents of social problems’.

∙

“Symbolic, strategic or legitimative use: research is used to support a predetermined position of
decision‐makers, to legitimize existing views, or, more generally, as 'ammunition' for political
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purposes. Also included in this category is a tactical use for purposes not related to the
substance of the research but rather to the mere conducting of research (e.g., gaining prestige
or allowing delays in decisions).” (Snoeck and Sutz 2010)
Lindquist provides his own list of reasonable impacts to expect from policy‐oriented research
(Lindquist 2001): “Expanding Policy Capacities, by . ∙ Improving the knowledge/data of certain actors, . ∙
Supporting recipients to develop innovative ideas, . ∙ Improving capabilities to communicate ideas, . ∙
Developing new talent for research and analysis; Broadening Policy Horizons by . ∙ Providing
opportunities for networking/learning within the jurisdiction or with colleagues elsewhere, . ∙
Introducing new concepts to frame debates, putting ideas on the agenda, or stimulating public debate, .
∙ Educating researchers and others who take up new positions with broader understanding of issues, . ∙
Stimulating quiet dialogue among decision‐makers; Affecting Policy Regimes by . ∙ Modification of
existing programs or policies, Fundamental re‐design of programs or policies”
In the context of the workshop for which this paper was prepared, we must note that none of
these outcome concepts gets all the way to the achievement of the public goals that figure in the
mission statements of the agencies involved, such as environmental protection for EPA or worker health
for NIOSH.
Methods and Measures
As this review has illustrated, the literature on knowledge‐to‐policy is long on models and short
on measurements. Case studies are by far the most commonly used method. For example, the Nutley
summary quoted here introduced papers on six national case studies of the use of social science
research in health and social policy. She admits that while comparative workshops were held, the
reports there did not necessarily meet the strict standards of comparative case study analysis. The
Lindquist background paper quoted here was prepared for a set of case studies of IDRC projects and
their impacts on policymaking in developing countries. Likewise, Landry [Research Policy about 1998]
notes the widespread use of case studies, although his own research was done with a survey.
Performance reports from policy‐oriented projects give a sample of how program managers themselves
see their impacts. For example, Neilson relays examples given by Diane Stone:

“One example is provided by the Overseas Development Institute (ODI) in London which
“assesses its effectiveness in its ability to place economists in the public sectors of
developing countries. Since 1963, over 350 Fellows have been placed in 23 countries.
Many former ODI Fellows ‘hold responsible positions in agencies and companies dealing
with the Third World’” … . On the other hand, some individuals consider “having access
to people in senior positions”, bringing new ideas or different perspectives into the
public debate, or having the ability to attract senior officials to meetings as being
indicators of influence … . IDRC has similar anecdotal evidence in terms of what staff
perceive as “influence”. For example, members of IDRC staff have described situations
in some countries where past grant recipients and/or project leaders are now in a
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position to influence government policies either because they are senior advisors to
certain ministers or because they are the minister.” (Nielson 2001)
In light of the previous presentation of models, the prominent role of people in these outcome
descriptions is notable. People may learn research in a formal educational program, practice in a policy
network, then have impacts when they reach positions with more direct policy influence. The research
inputs to this career path would not be visible except in tracking where the person has been.
Discussion and Conclusions
This review of concepts and models allows us to put the current examples at the beginning of
the paper into context. The examples identify instrumental uses of research information in a limited
range of applications over a relatively short time period. The literature suggests that to measure the full
impact of research, one must also look at the evolution of the relevant policy community over at least a
ten year time period, examining both long‐term change in ideas and the movement of people among
the relevant organizations. One should expect an active research group to be engaged with the relevant
community, contributing original ideas, and developing new generations of contributors. The key
concepts from the literature are enlightenment, network participation, and human resources.
The general knowledge‐to‐policy literature, however, does not differentiate among policy users.
We return to our earlier question about whether policy users are or should be like doctors and safety
engineers in their professional responsibility to make decisions based on evidence. We propose that not
all are, but that in the regulatory realm, they should be. The NIOSH and EPA examples are instances of
this sort; evidence‐based regulatory decisions should be the norm. Are researchers responsible,
however, for making sure that their results are used? Other research on the use of science in policy
warns us that in conflict‐intense policy contexts, research results will be particularly hard to establish, as
the opposing parties produce counter‐findings and attack on methodological grounds (Collingridge and
Reeve 1986; Jasanoff 1990). Researchers do not have control over the use or final disposition of their
results under these circumstances. Even for such areas, then, where results are intended to feed directly
into regulatory decisions, enlightenment and network contributions are important to consider alongside
short term instrumental use.
Another paper in this session reports on a program of research that has focused on measuring
policy networks for a variety of research areas (Bozeman and Rogers 2002). Like the wider literature on
which it draws, the Research Value Mapping Program relies heavily on case studies. Research program
evaluations can almost never afford the time or resources for such in‐depth analyses, and they do not
scale up well for monitoring or indicators purposes. The challenge for methods research on knowledge‐
to‐policy is therefore to develop tools for detecting and monitoring the research inputs to policy
networks on a larger scale at lower costs, addressing questions such as:
1. Starting from the map of science (or of federally‐supported science), what are the
markers of research areas that contribute to policy networks? Are certain journals more
closely connected? Are contributions to certain conferences good indicators? Are there
other indicators embedded in individual resumes?
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2. Once these areas have been identified, are there scalable methods for identifying the
non‐research organizations and actors in the policy network? For example, could web
site links, analyzed with network methods, give a good approximation?
3. Could these information sources be matched to personnel databases to track the career
patterns of participants?
4. Could the outputs of the policy networks be analyzed for change over time in ideas and
concepts? Could the introduction of new concepts be identified in timing and
organizational source?
All of these tasks appear to be within a plausible range for current information processing tools.
In short, more systematic tools for tracking policy relevance and impacts could be developed.
Would they be used? Many researchers claim that their results are policy relevant. A few claim that
they have had policy impact. This review has shown that the latter event is likely to be rare, not driven
by research quality, and out of the control of researchers. The former, however, should be
demonstrable through the connection and contribution to policy networks. For evaluation, it is
important to have appropriate criteria and indicators to identify credible claims of this kind.
Illustrative Research Projects on Knowledge to Policy
CanKnow: Canadian Network for Knowledge Utilization. http://doe.concordia.ca/cslp/RA‐
Themes_CanKnow.php.
EULAKS: The Knowledge Society in Europe and Latin America. Funded by the European Commission.
http://www.eulaks.eu/
Knowledge and Policy in Education and Health Sectors. Funded by the European Commission. Twelve
teams and 50 researchers, 2006 – 2011. http://www.knowandpol.eu/
Knowledge to Policy: Making the Most of Development Research. Evaluation studied funded by the
Canadian International Development Research Center. PI: Fred Carden. Results published in
http://www.idrc.ca/en/ev‐135779‐201‐1‐DO_TOPIC.html.
KUSP: Knowledge Utilization Studies Program. University of Alberta, Canada.
http://www.kusp.ualberta.ca/.
NORFACE project. Six country comparison of utilization of research in policy in Iceland, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Norway, Scotland, and Sweden. Reported in Evidence & Policy, June 2010.
RAPID: Research and Policy in Development. U.K. Overseas Development Institute.
http://www.odi.org.uk/work/programmes/rapid/default.asp.
RURU: Research Unit for Research Utilization, Scotland. http://www.ruru.ac.uk/
RUSH: Research Utilization Support and Help. Funded by the U.S. National Institute of Disability and
Rehabilitation Research, completed in 2009. http://www.researchutilization.org/learnru/glossary.html
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one paradigm, innovation diffusion. Conclusion: We conclude that the received
view that social science disciplines are in a state where no accepted set of
principles or theories guide research (i.e., that they are pre-paradigmatic) could
not be supported for this field. Second, we document the emergence of a new
domain within the knowledge utilization field, evidence-based medicine. Third, we
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We conducted a prospective observational study to (1) determine usage and
construct validity of a method to gauge the cognitive impact of information
derived from daily e-mail, and (2) describe self-reported impacts of researchbased synopses (InfoPOEMs) delivered as e-mail. Ratings of InfoPOEMs using
an Impact assessment scale provided (a) data on usage of the impact
assessment method, (b) reports of impact by InfoPOEM and by doctor and (c)
data for analysis of construct validity of the scale. Participants were family
physicians or general practitioners who rated at least five InfoPOEMs delivered
on e-mail. For each InfoPOEM rated, 0.1 continuing education credit was
awarded by the College of Family Physicians of Canada. Use of the impact
assessment scale linked to a daily InfoPOEM was sustained during the 150-day
study period. 1,007 participants submitted 61,493 reports of 'cognitive impact' by
rating on average 61 InfoPOEMs (range 5-111). 'I learned something new' was
most frequently reported. 'I was frustrated as there was not enough information
or nothing useful' was the most frequently reported negative type of impact. The
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InfoPOEMs. Impact patterns suggested an 8 or 9-factor solution. Our Impact
assessment method facilitates knowledge transfer by promoting two-way
exchange between providers of health information and family doctors. Providers
of health information can use this method to better understand the impact of
research-based synopses. Sustaining current practice and increasing knowledge
about new developments in medicine are important outcomes arising from
research-based synopses delivered as e-mail, in addition to practice change.
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Gunderson, M. (2007). "How academic research shapes labor and social policy."
Journal of Labor Research 28(4): 573-590.
How academic research affects labor and social policy is viewed through a
program evaluation framework that highlights the difficulties of determining the
causal impact of such research on public policy. The effect is illustrated by
examples. My conclusion is that academic research can have a modest to
substantial impact on policy. Its impact is enhanced if it has a number of key
characteristics: high quality; reputable researchers involved; synthesized and
translated into a language understood by policy makers, the general public, and
the media; credible champions who will broker and defend it, in the political
process or in the public realm; timeliness; and, political acceptability.
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practice." Evidence & Policy: A Journal of Research, Debate and Practice 1: 85-100.
Powerful voices are currently insisting that policy and practice must be based on
research evidence, and that social science inquiry should be reformed in order to
serve this need more effectively. An influential figure in the evidence-based
practice movement is Sir Iain Chalmers, previously director of the UK Cochrane
Centre. Taking evidence-based medicine as his model, he presents the task of
research as to determine which policies and practices work. This is to be
achieved through the use of randomised controlled trials and systematic reviews
of their results. In this article, some of the central assumptions of his case are
assessed.
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In a keynote address to the Teacher Training Agency Annual Conference,
Professor David Hargreaves suggested that teaching could become an evidencebased profession if educational researchers were made more accountable to
teachers. This systematic literature review set out to explore: how teachers use
research; which features of research encourage teachers to use research
findings in their own practice; whether medical practitioners make greater use of
research findings than teachers; and approaches to dissemination. Two key
ideas emerge from this review. First, there appear to be common barriers to
research use in both medicine and in education. Findings suggest that there is a
need to create a culture in the public sector which supports and values research.
There are, however, a number of factors, which appear to be more specific to the
education field. Key differences in the way that research knowledge is
constructed in the social sciences has led to researchers being challenged about
their findings, particularly in relation to the context, generalisability and validity of
the research. For these reasons the development of communication networks,
links between researchers and practitioners, and greater involvement of
practitioners in the research process, have emerged as strategies for improving
research impact.
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The literature on knowledge utilization generally reveals limited use of social
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science research in policymaking, and the proliferation of information sources
and access suggests further erosion of traditional sources of expertise. However,
many studies of knowledge utilization assess whether policymakers consider
written research articles, books, reports - in reaching decisions. This emphasis
on the written research product neglects an important vehicle for transmitting
research to policymakers: the researchers themselves and their intermediaries. I
argue that social science and policy research do influence public policymaking,
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It is in their potential policy relevance that experiments may make their strongest
contribution to innovation and progress in political science. Yet there are good
grounds for thinking that the policy world has in place a number of barriers that
can limit the impact of experimental evidence. Moreover, some experimenters
seem to approach the business of influencing policy with spectacular naivety. In
modern democratic societies, engaging with the policy process is a complex and
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need to develop their methods and practices in field experiments and extend
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Aim. The aim of this paper is to examine the concepts of opinion leaders,
facilitators, champions, linking agents and change agents as described in health,
education and management literature in order to determine the conceptual
underpinnings of each. Background. The knowledge utilization and diffusion of
innovation literature encompasses many different disciplines, from management
to education to nursing. Due to the involvement of multiple specialties, concepts
are often borrowed or used interchangeably and may lack standard definition.
This contributes to confusion and ambiguity in the exactness of concepts.
Methods. A critical analysis of the literature was undertaken of the concepts
opinion leaders, facilitators, champions, linking agents and change agents. A
literature search using the concepts as keywords was conducted using Medline,
CINAHL, Proquest and ERIC from 1990 to March 2003. All papers that gave
sufficient detail describing the various concepts were included in the review.
Several 'older' papers were included as they were identified as seminal work or
were frequently cited by other authors. In addition, reference lists were reviewed
to identify books seen by authors as essential to the field. Findings. Two
similarities cut across each of the five roles: the underlying assumption that
increasing the availability of knowledge will lead to behaviour change, and that in
essence each role is a form of change agent. There are, however, many
differences that suggest that these concepts are conceptually unique.
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Conclusions. There is inconsistency in the use of the various terms, and this has
implications for comparisons of intervention studies within the knowledge
diffusion literature. From these comparisons, we concluded that considerable
confusion and overlap continues to exist and these concepts may indeed be
similar phenomena with different labels. All concepts appear to be based on the
premise that interpersonal contact improves the likelihood of behavioural change
when introducing new innovations into the health sector.
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Today, science and scientists as experts no longer hold sway as unquestioned
authoritative sources of objective information in many policy debates. This has
led to growing frustration on the part of government officials and scientists over
their inability to have science exert as meaningful a role as they think appropriate
in the consideration and selection of policy alternatives. Given this development,
what can be done to restore or otherwise ensure that the appropriate science
and scientists are integrated into the policy process so that they matter to policy
outcomes? There is general agreement that traditional top-down, one-way (from
scientists to others), linear models for conceptualizing the role of science and
scientists in the policy process are not capable of capturing the changed political,
social, and "scientific" realities of the contemporary policymaking context. Many
have gravitated to the concept of civic science/scientists as a new and improved
model. Yet, despite clear progress in reconceptualizing the role of science in the
policy process, there are gaps in the literature when it comes to actual
applications of civic science. As McNie correctly notes: "it is essential that we
develop a more robust understanding of experience and practical experiments
regarding how relationships [and institutions] are constructed and managed
across the science-society boundary" (p. 29). This research develops lessons for
civic science in the policy process by exploring an innovative collaborative
governance effort by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Fisheries and the Shared Strategy for Salmon Recovery in Puget Sound
(Washington). The integration of science into the salmon recovery process in this
case relied on a series of actions that the Technical Recovery Team (TRT) took
to bridge the traditionally separate science and policy spheres in order to
increase the certainty of science impact, specific steps taken to establish and
maintain the TRTs role as an authoritative, credible source of science, and the
embrace of a results-oriented, adaptive learning approach.
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Human-used and managed natural resources, such as watersheds, represent
complex socio-ecological systems where learning from different knowledge
sources is essential for sustainable management. Guided by the advocacy
coalition framework, the paper presents a set of propositions that help explain the
different functional uses of expert-based information, the network position of
scientific experts, and learning within and between coalitions. Most importantly,
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